INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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1) REMOVING YOUR OLD STAIR COVERING: Remove your old staircase
covering including all traces of paint, glue and any protruding nails or
screws. The surface must be completely clean and dust-free to ensure
adhesion of the new steps.
2) FOLDING THE DOTTED LINE AROUND THE OLD STAIR NOSING:
Place this measuring sheet on your existing tread, with the installation
instructions facing upwards. Fold the dotted line over the nosing of the
tread.
3) APPLYING PRESSURE TO YOUR MEASURING SHEET: Use a flat blade
to press the sheet firmly along the edges of the step to indicate the exact
outline on the measuring sheet. After that, cut the outline out of the
sheet. Make sure the outline fits exactly on your old step.

8) APPLYING GLUE*: When gluing the treads and risers, begin from the
bottom of the staircase and work upwards to the top, starting with the
bottom riser. This order is important, as a riser will only fit on top of a
new tread. Apply sufficient adhesive to the old tread and make sure the
glue is not applied too close to the sides. Lightly mist your glue with
water using a hand spray bottle
9) INSTALLATION: Firmly press your Maëstro treads and risers in the
glue. Follow this method for five risers and five treads in a row, and allow
to dry for 20 minutes. Afterwards, proceed in the same way for the next
five steps and risers, and so on until your staircase is completed.
TIP: Make sure the sawn side of the riser is positioned on top. This way
the machine-cut side connects perfectly onto the new step at the bottom.

4) DETERMINING THE SIZE OF YOUR NEW TREAD: Stick the outline
onto your new Maëstro step with the full line exactly placed on the front
of the stair nose. Use masking tape to make sure the measuring sheet
does not move. Draw the outline of your old tread accurately onto your
new Maëstro tread.

10) APPLYING SILICONE IN THE JOINTS: When the glue has dried
completely (the glue is already displacement-resistant after 20 minutes),
you can finish the staircase edges using sealant between the joints where
the treads, risers and sides meet. Remove any excess sealant with a little
detergent mixed with water.

5) SAWING YOUR NEW TREAD: Saw your Maëstro tread entirely in
accordance with your drawn outline, allowing an expansion gap of
approximately 2mm on all edges. Use a fine-toothed handsaw, a jigsaw
or a circular saw. When using a jigsaw, make sure the saw teeth are
pointing downwards. This prevents splintering. Always start sawing from
the front, at the stair nosing. Finish the cut edges with fine sandpaper.

Wait 48 hours before standing on and cleaning your new staircase.
This way the glue and silicone can dry completely. Always use proper
protection when operating power tools.Maëstro steps can only be
installed in a residential setting.

6&7) MEASURING AND SAWING YOUR RISERS: Place the new tread on
your existing one and then measure the height and width for your riser.
The height of the riser must be measured with the new tread placed on
the existing tread. Based on these measurements, saw your new Maëstro
risers to size. Repeat the above two steps for all treads and risers.

*Recommended glue: Frencken SMP stairrenovation glue (= moisture
curing glue)
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FINISHING ACCESSORIES
SIDE COVERS
Maëstro Steps side covers exist in the same decor as your
staircase. They finish the open sides.

OPEN STAIRCASE PROFILE

1. Cut the side covers to size with a sharp cutting knife.

When making use of the open staircase profile, make sure that your
new Maëstro Steps tread exceeds your old tread with 5mm. This
allows the open staircase profile to easily be secured in the groove
of your new Maëstro Steps tread.

2. Apply an even layer of contact adhesive to the back of your side
covers.

1. Measure the width of the back of your open staircase and saw the
open staircase profile to these dimensions.

3. Press the side covers firmly onto the sides of your staircase.

2. Insert glue* into the groove of the open staircase profile and
press the profile into the groove of your new Maëstro Steps tread.

4. Remove any glue excess.

3. Remove any glue excess.

STAIR HEAD WITH ALUMINUM PROFILE

CONNECTING SPRINGS

The stair head is a stair nosing which is to be attached to the
nose of the old upper tread. The aluminum profile ensures a safe
transition between staircase and floor.

Use the connecting springs to connect two treads. You might need
to do this when renovating a turning staircase or a staircase with a
small stair landing.

1. Measure the width of the stair nosing of your upper step.

1. Measure the dimensions of your new tread and saw to size
(method: see page 1)

2. Saw the new stair head and the aluminum profile to size
according to these dimensions.
3. Apply glue* into the groove of the new stair nosing and press the
aluminium profile firmly into the groove.
4. Remove any glue excess and let dry for at least 20 minutes.

2. Saw the connecting springs to size.
3. Apply glue* in the two grooves of the Maëstro Steps treads.
4. Press the connecting springs into the grooves and allow to dry.

6. Apply glue* onto the back of your new stair head, and the bottom
of the aluminum profile.
7. Firmly press the new staircase nosing and aluminum profile onto
the front of your upper tread and allow to dry.

connecting springs

stair head + aluminum profile

*Recommended glue: Frencken SMP stair renovation glue
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